Systems biology of the human microbiome.
Recent research has shown that the microbiome-a collection of microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, and viruses, living on and in a host-are of extraordinary importance in human health, even from conception and development in the uterus. Therefore, to further our ability to diagnose disease, to predict treatment outcomes, and to identify novel therapeutics, it is essential to include microbiome and microbial metabolic biomarkers in Systems Biology investigations. In clinical studies or, more precisely, Systems Medicine approaches, we can use the diversity and individual characteristics of the personal microbiome to enhance our resolution for patient stratification. In this review, we explore several Systems Medicine approaches, including Microbiome Wide Association Studies to understand the role of the human microbiome in health and disease, with a focus on 'preventive medicine' or P4 (i.e., personalized, predictive, preventive, participatory) medicine.